Application for Biology Laboratory Assistantship

Overview: The Biology Laboratory Assistantship is available for sophomore, junior, and senior science majors who are looking to gain experience in the general biology lab-setting. The assistantship is composed of three roles: preparing general biology labs, acting as the class teaching assistant, and teaching pre-lab lectures. In these duties, you assist the lab instructor and help the course go as smoothly as possible. The assistantship is added to your academic schedule and you will receive a letter-grade at the end of the term reflecting your work as the lab assistant.

Date: ________________

Name: _________________________________

e-mail: _________________________________

Phone: _________________________________

Note all Pitt-Greensburg biology courses with corresponding grades (include intro bio):

Note all biology courses taken at other universities/colleges with corresponding grades (include intro bio):

*Note: Assistantships for Biology 2 Lab need to complete a course in Genetics
Please list any organizations that you are currently involved in or employment. If you hold an organizational position, please include your title, i.e. President - Science Club.

Include the laboratory section preferred for the teaching assistant portion of the assistantship:

I acknowledge that the above information is true to the best of my knowledge. I understand that I will be notified of my acceptance or denial two weeks prior to the start of the term.

(Signature) (Date)